
“The Sefer of Turah, Nebuah, & BiYnah Davar of ” 

-  The books of the Law, Prophecy, & Wisdom Words of YHUH -   

 

The title name of the three books above is more sounding right than the textbook 

name of Tanakh. The original word which first spells out as TaNaK (Hebrew: תנ״ך), 

without the letter “h”, is an acronym for the Hebrew Bible consisting of the initial 

Hebrew letters (T + N + K) of each of the text's three major parts. Since the ancient 

Hebrew language had no clear vowels, subsequent vowel sounds were add to the 

consonants resulting in the word TaNaK.  

Here is what the whole textbook of TaNaKH have. The major portions of the Hebrew 

Bible represented by these three letters are: First sections book is called Torah ( התור ) 

meaning "Instruction" or "Law."  

Somehow, these textbooks were also called the “Chumash” חומש meaning: "The 

five"; "The five books of Moses." This was also called the "Pentateuch." As you 

can see why this is nonsense to have more than two other words for it. 

The second sections book is called Nevi'im (נביאים) is the meaning of "Prophets." This 

term is associated with anything to do with the prophets. Prophets (Nevi'im) are 

those who were inspired, communicated, and commanded by . The prophet is 

the messenger of  who speaks for 's creation people. They lead and 

teached the people the way  wants them to go about.  

Third sections book is called Ketuvim (כתובים) is the meaning for "Writings." Ketuvim is 

another separated book, different sections which are history books. It comes with 

wisdom, poetry, and psalms.  

I, Bro. Pouliot believes we need to restore this ridiculous textbook name TaNaKH. 

Since it is not created by the original Yisraelite leaders who they were also once 

called Habiru (Hebrew), the wanderer people. They did not come up this ideal named 

until the name of Jews long after the Babylonian time. These people are not quite 

the same people who ancient Yisraelite once knew how to call and write  name 

and its original language in the manuscript textbooks. Long before it was formed all 

together into one big textbook. The same for the other culture title book called “the 

Holy Bible”, “The Complete Jewish Bible”, and also the Islam Muslim holy book of  

“Qur’an”. 

Talmud is the next worse textbook because this Jewish textbook is another added 

books. It's their study guidebook written by rabbis. Yet they force their students to 

study the Talmud before reading Torah or TaNaKH first. Nowhere in the first 

instruction book of Torah or the rest in TaNaKH textbook allow us to do that, 

because  said for HIS people to keep HIS teaching statutes and his instruction 



law (Deuteronomy 4:40, Psalm 105:45, 119:2, 34, and Ezekiel 11:20). This also 

includes how were not supposed to change the language that was written in all of 

the first manuscript textbooks. This is another reason why I do not agree with the 

language of Hebrew or Aramaic, because these two languages aren’t the first Semitic 

languages. You can read more about this reason at 

https://www.attest.tv/_files/ugd/a9b19d_1f34365a9a114099ab8e837847143cf5.p

df  

Here is what I have discovered the correct names for the three sections textbooks: 

Torah, Nevi'im and Ketuvim. Torah should spell out as “Turah”. Nevi'im should spell 

out as “Nebuah” and Ketuvim is the only word that should be replace for “BiYnah”. 

Because BiYnah is the proper English word for wisdom words. Here is how I have 

discovered to learned all this.  

  

·                  Turah - Strong’s Hebrew #8451   ּתֹוָרה 

• Pronounced too-rah 

• “Torah” due to vowel points 

• Change to “Torah” in English 

• Translated as law 

• Also means direction or instruction 

• Point of reference- Deuteronomy 4:8 

  

·                  Nebuah - Strong’s Hebrew #5016  ְנבּוָאה 

• Also from #5012 

• Pronounced neb-oo-aw' 

• Rendered “Nbuwah” due to vowel points 

• Change to nevuah in English 

• Translated as prophecy 

• Also means prophetic writing 

• Point of reference- 2nd Chronicles 9:29 

 

·                  BıYnah - Strong’s Hebrew #998   ּבינה 

• Also from #995 

• Pronounced bee-naw' 

• Rendered “bînâ” due to vowel points 

• Means wisdom, knowledge, meaning, X perfectly, understanding, 

• Point of reference of wisdom - Job 39:26, Proverbs 23:4  

 

Since the language has been evolving for centuries after centuries, we have been 

losing the first original language. This is why most people do not know what the 

correct manuscript textbooks and the Creator Father’s original name. They kept 

https://www.attest.tv/_files/ugd/a9b19d_1f34365a9a114099ab8e837847143cf5.pdf
https://www.attest.tv/_files/ugd/a9b19d_1f34365a9a114099ab8e837847143cf5.pdf


changing its name and the Almighty’s name God, Jehovah or Allah, which isn’t. Few 

believe it is “Abary” the actual original language name, but still not the correct name.  

That is why the other document article above link which I explain a lot about Adamic 

language, why Shamayin or Semitic language is the first language which Abraham, 

Shem, and Noah all spoke what Adam had spoken. Because it was the only one 

language long before the multiple languages came into existence. The name of 

Semitic was named after Shem’s name. Shem’s descendant branch (subfamily) name 

were the future Afro-Asiatic people. This is how why the multiple languages that 

includes Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic, Amharic, and the languages of Akkadian and 

Phoenician. While Adamic or Semitic (first) language was kept alive throughout 

Shem’s descendant multiple branch.   

Since evil Nimrod, the grandson of Ham came in power to ruled over the people, 

where he and the people who follow him build the city (tower) in Babel, everything 

change. Part of Shem’s future descendant branch, end up influence by the people 

who speak different languages and worship their gods. They were no longer the 

Yisraelite people. They were divided from them, just as YahuDah (Judah) did too. 

Now, the Yisraelite or YahuDah we have today in Yerushalayim (Jerusalem), aren’t 

the real Yisraelite people. They do not speak Adamic, the first language or even look 

like Yisraelite original people.  

This is why today,  have been complete silent to Yisraelite and YahuDah (and 

the people of the world) after Roman Empire. Because we ALLLL have been rebel 

against HIM. That pretty much like over 2 thousands years ago. It is probably the 

longest HE has been silent to Yisraelite ever since the Old Testament time. Yet,  

still kept HIS words in the dirty manuscript textbooks alive all those years. Waiting 

for someone to open their eye and see the truth. While the false doctrine books 

interfere the ONE pure (Holy) scriptures book of the Covenant (Old Testament) of 

.  

Now let’s get back to about Talmud. Did you know the Mishnah and the Gemara were 

formed into Talmud one textbook? Since there are two different Gemaras, there are 

two different Talmuds: the Babylonian Talmud and the Jerusalem (or Palestinian) 

Talmud. The Talmud can be thought of as rabbinical commentaries on the Hebrew 

Scriptures, just like there are commentaries written on the Bible from a Christian 

perspective. This is where and how the textbook called Tanakh comes along like the 

Holy Catholic Bible which has the Old Testament and added New Testament (27 

textbooks or more) textbooks. They also called this Hebrew Bible. Keep in mind, 

Tanakh should not be known and confused as the Hebrew Bible, because Tanakh 

once again does not have this Christian New Testament textbook. Just because the 

word “Bible” is a Greek word for book, does not necessarily to be called the same 

thing.  

After brief research, I believe there are 63 books in 524 chapters in the complete 

Talmud textbook. Added to these are four other short tracts, which have not been 



included in the regular Talmud. They have been added by later writers and exponents 

according to Wikipedia and some other websites. All this is not a sacred book of 

. It is all how Rabbi men worked on this change over time.  

The Roman-Catholic bible somehow came from the Talmudic influence. Because the 

Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Old Testament canons contain books not 

found in the Tanakh, but which were found in the Greek Septuagint. This explained 

why the New Testament Holy Bible we were told by was written in Greek. This is how 

and why I know the books of Tobit, Maccabees, Judith, Sirach, Wisdom and Baruch 

once were all in the old Catholic Holy Bible; it is not the Hebrew Old Testament 

textbooks. Because it is not found in Tanakh? It is also because I have learned that 

Apocrypha is an Ancient Greek word meaning ‘the hidden things’. Why would Old 

Testament Hebrew textbooks have a Greek word Apocrypha in there in the first 

place? 

The same reason why and how did the Qur’an had the same influenced by the 

Talmudic way, because Islam and Judaism share similar characteristics. They are 

both based on a divinely revealed text- the Torah for the Jews and the Qu’ran for 

Muslims. Both texts are interpreted by means of an oral tradition, the Talmud and 

the Hadith respectively. Each tradition contains legal and ethical material. The 

Jewish legal material is called halacha and the Islamic, sharia; both terms mean a 

pathway, or way to go.  

So now, since the Greek and Roman era have taken over the Yisraelite’s kingdom, 

Yisraelite later mix with other tribal people who called themselves Jewish after the 

Babylonian exile. Now, we have divided Jewish as well. Before Assyrian exile, they 

were truly the Yisraelite tribal people. After they mixed up along with the Greek and 

Roman era, everything got worse. This is where and how the New Testament Bible 

came in and ruined of every doctrine of the Sefer (scripture) of Turah, Nebuah, & 

BiYnah Davar of  (or TaNaKH) teachings. This is why I want to tell people why 

we need to get back and restore the original books of the laws, prophecy, & the 

wisdom words of .  

The bottom-line here is, the scripture of Turah, Nebuah, & BiYnah Davar of  

should be left alone as sacred and covenant books of . We should not have any 

other textbooks like the New Testament Bible, Talmud, or Qu’ran. Because it is NOT 

’s words but man alone. It is indeed better that we to restore (change) the 

name of TaNaKH to “The Sefer of Turah, Nebuah, & BiYnah Davar of  “  

 


